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EXISTING SPILLWAY

EXISTING COLLIER DAM

Chase River
Auxiliary Spillway to Harewood Creek - Anchored Channel Option 1
View from across the lake

Image is an artist’s rendition of design concept for illustrative purposes
Auxiliary Spillway to Harewood Creek - Anchored Channel Option 1
View from the lake

Image is an artist’s rendition of design concept for illustrative purposes.
Auxiliary Spillway to Harewood Creek - Anchored Channel Option 1
View approximately from floating dock

Image is an artist’s rendition of design concept for illustrative purposes
Auxiliary Spillway to Harewood Creek - Anchored Channel Option 1
Aerial view from the north

Image is an artist’s rendition of design concept for illustrative purposes
Auxiliary Spillway to Harewood Creek - Anchored Channel Option 1
Aerial view from the south

Image is an artist’s rendition of design concept for illustrative purposes
Auxiliary Spillway to Harewood Creek - Labyrinth /Box Culvert Open Channel Option 2
Aerial view from the north

Image is an artist’s rendition of design concept for illustrative purposes
Auxiliary Spillway to Harewood Creek - Labyrinth /Box Culvert Open Channel Option 2
Aerial view from the south

Image is an artist’s rendition of design concept for illustrative purposes
Auxiliary Spillway to Harewood Creek - Labyrinth / Box Culvert Cut and Cover Option 3
Aerial view from the north

*Image is an artist’s rendition of design concept for illustrative purposes*
Auxiliary Spillway to Harewood Creek - Labyrinth / Box Culvert Cut and Cover Option 3
Aerial view from the south

Image is an artist’s rendition of design concept for illustrative purposes